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of his life in Pisa. Father an international businessman.
✦ Traveled to Bugia, in North Africa, as a teenager to join his father. 
✦ Observed Muslim traders using a remarkable method for 

performing calculations. (The one we use today.)
✦ That system had been developed in India in the first seven centuries 

of the first Millennium, and had been learned, used, and carried 
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along the Silk Road. Hence called Hindu-Arabic arithmetic.

✦ On his return to Pisa, Leonardo wrote a mammoth book describing 
this remarkable new way to write numbers and calculate with them, 
called Liber abbaci (“Book of Calculation”).

✦ Completed in 1202, this book is generally credited with bringing the 
Hindu-Arabic number system and its arithmetic to Europe, and 
launching the modern, Western-led, commercial world.
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✦ In Liber abbaci, he refers to himself as filius Bonacci (“son of Bonacci”). 
✦ We should perhaps translate the phrase as “of the Bonacci family”. 
✦ The name “Fibonacci” (from filius Bonacci) was coined by the historian 

Guillaume Libri in 1838. 
✦ The “Fibonacci sequence” was so named by the French mathematician 

Edouard Lucas in the 1870s, after Libri coined the nickname Fibonacci.
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The Fibonacci sequence
The “Fibonacci sequence”, an unending sequence of whole numbers                              
that begins
                    1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 144, 233, 377,  ... 

The rule for generating new numbers in the sequence is that each number is the sum of 
the two preceding numbers, so 1+1=2, 1+2=3, 2+3=5, etc. 

This sequence arises when you solve a particular problem Leonardo gave in Liber abbaci:

How Many Pairs of Rabbits Are Created by One Pair in One Year.

A certain man had one pair of rabbits together in a certain enclosed place, 
and one wishes to know how many are created from the pair in one year when 
it is the nature of them in a single month to bear another pair, and in the 
second month those born to bear also.

The numbers of pairs each month are the Fibonacci numbers. You can read off the 
answer to Leonardo’s problem: 377 pairs. 

The problem and its solution date back well before Leonardo.
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✦ Practica geometriae (1220) is a geometry textbook. 

✦ Flos (1225) presents Leonardo’s solutions to a series of 
challenge problems posed to him in a public display in 
the Court of the Emperor Frederick II. 

✦ Liber quadratorum (“Book of Squares”, 1225) is an 
impressive number theory book which, among other 
things, examines methods to find Pythagorean triples. 

The first page of a copy of  the 1228 edition of 
Liber abbaci kept in the Siena Public Library, 
believed to date from the late 13th Century.
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✦ Abbacus schools (earliest known in Verona in 1294)
✦ 1340-1510: records of 20 in Florence alone
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Printing press, 1436 
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This is the book of abacus according to 
the opinion of master Leonardo of the 
house of sons of Bonacie &om Pisa.
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New York: Walker & Co.e-book original






